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Waffles is a relaxed feline who loves to read, and Cheeks just can't get enough to eat. These

fun-loving characters are just two of the 25 dumpling-shaped crochet cats in this whimsical

collection. The cuddly crochet critters were inspired by the PokÃƒÂ©monÃ¢â€žÂ¢-like craze Neko

Atsume, a game that enables you toÃ‚Â attract cats to your backyard and "collect" them. Each little

dumpling has a name and personality points that add up to big fun!You don't have to be an expert to

crochet and collect these adorable kitties Ã¢â‚¬â€• the patterns are suitable for crocheters of all skill

levels. Easy-to-follow instructions are accompanied by full-color photos and simple drawings. The

directions explain every stage, from ears to tail, and some of the patterns include accessories and

costume items. Plus, there are bonus patterns for a cat bed, food bowls, and more!
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Sarah Sloyer, a crochet designer whose designs can be found on Ravelry, specializes in crochet

characters with plenty of personality. A graduate of New York City's School of Visual Arts with a

degree in Animation, she lives in the Philadelphia area.

While i cannot yet attest to the accuracy of these patterns, this collection is some of the absolutely

cutest crochet kitty patterns i've ever seen. I just keep looking through it and giggling. There are pics

galore showing construction, placement of limbs, stitch markers. The book is chock full from cover

to cover with the patterns. There are patterns for 25 different cats, a cat bed, a box (of course!), and



food bowls. This is an excellent value. If you love cats, it's a must-buy!I'm happy to say there is no

space wasted for the basic how-to-crochet instructions. If you do not know how to crochet, grab

yourself a how-to at the library, or look up some youtube videos.

Such an adorable book! Sarah's patterns are impeccable. I was surprised by the wide variety of

patterns. It's not just a couple with variations, but quite a few cats that are totally unique. I also love

the little stories that go along with each kitty, it adds a special touch. I've so far just made Tater, but

he came out exactly as pictured due to the excellent instructions. Totally recommended!!

OMG this book is so cute and I already have some people that picked out a cat they want haha. The

instructions are clear and the pictures are awesome. My favorite thing is there is a pattern for a

cardboard box the cats and "hide" in =)

These patterns are super cute and I've already started making a few of them! The only thing I was

sad about was the giant tear in the corner of the book when I received it. I exchanged it in hopes of

getting an undamaged book but the replacement still had the corners bent and binding wrinkled.One

of the patternsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•the ladybug oneÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•had unclear instructions on how to

make the antenna. It says "sc in first 4 sts. To make first antenna: Sc in next 6 sts, in next st make

second antenna as per first..." That'll just make 10 single crochets in a row! Looks like instructions

for the antenna itself were deleted.

Very pleased with it. Look forward to making them.

arrived quickly and love the book and patterns. made several already

I own a lot of crochet and amigurumi books and patterns, but this tops every one of them! (Although

I may be biased since I am both cat and amigurumi obsessed.)I only received this yesterday so I

haven't made anything yet, but the patterns are well written and seem easy and basic enough for a

beginner. There are also ample photos to go along with the instructions, and the amount of patterns

included is astounding! 25 adorable kitties, plus a few accessories, including the cat necessity: a

box! The layout of the book is also fun and entertaining. I laughed at the introductions of the kitties

and their quirky personalities. I can't wait to get started making these! I usually make gifts for others,

but these cuties will be mine, beginning with Misty, the purr-maid!
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DelAnneRating: 5 StarsAdorable and lovable, these cute little companions are so easy to make.

Make the 20 plus characters. The accessories available are a cat bed, feed bowls and a cardboard

box for them to play with or even to gift them to someone with.They are so easy to make with easy

to follow instructions. Clear photographs show the steps for checking your progress. My rating is 5

out of 5 stars.
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